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INTRODUCTION

Introduction
In too many communities, the fairness, reliability, and integrity of the
legal system have been compromised by clear evidence of racial bias
in the selection of juries.1 Unrepresentative juries not only exclude and
marginalize communities of color, they also produce wrongful convictions
and unfair sentences that disproportionately burden Black people and
people of color. Our failure to remedy this longstanding problem of racial
bias imperils the legitimacy of the U.S. legal system.
The Supreme Court has repeatedly recognized that an “[e]qual opportunity
to participate in the fair administration of justice is fundamental to our
democratic system.”2 The Court has insisted that eliminating racial bias in
the selection of juries is necessary “to preserve the public confidence upon
which our system of criminal justice depends.”3
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This all-white, all-male jury acquitted two white men, Roy
Bryant and his half-brother, J.W. Milam, who were charged
with torturing and murdering 14-year-old Emmett Till in
Sumner, Mississippi, in 1955. Both men later admitted to
the crime. (Getty Images)

In most communities in America, Black people and people of color are
selected. The law requires that the proportion of Black people in a jury
pool must match Black representation in the overall population,4 but courts
routinely fail to enforce these requirements. Legal standards created by
the courts make it difficult to prove discrimination and have led to a failure
to address racially discriminatory practices.
When Black people and people of color do get called for jury service, they
are still removed unfairly. There is widespread racial bias in the selection of
key leadership roles such as the grand jury foreperson—who has significant
power to shape the conduct and outcome of legal proceedings, at least in
some jurisdictions.5 In criminal trials, prosecutors and judges often remove
Black people after unfairly claiming they are unfit to serve on juries.
Even if people of color successfully navigate all of these barriers to
jury service, they can be excluded by lawyers who have the right to use
“peremptory strikes” to remove otherwise qualified jurors for virtually any
reason—or no reason at all.
Courts allowed prosecutors to use peremptory strikes to prevent Black
people from serving on juries throughout most of the 20th century. In
a landmark case in 1986, the Supreme Court finally changed the legal
requirements for proving a peremptory strike is racially biased.6 But the
Court’s decision in Batson v. Kentucky did not eliminate racial discrimination.

INTRODUCTION

significantly underrepresented in the jury pools from which jurors are
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Decisions from the U.S. Supreme Court have not succeeded in eliminating illegal racial discrimination in jury selection.
(AP Photo)

Representative juries selected without racial bias or discrimination are
essential in our democracy. They are especially important because Black
people are underrepresented in prosecutors’ offices and in the judiciary.
More than 40% of Americans are people of color, but 95% of elected
prosecutors are white.7 Similar disparities exist within the judiciary.8
Courts, lawyers, states, and communities must make a renewed effort to
address racial bias in jury selection. This problem can be solved, but it will
require a more committed and determined effort than has been seen to
date.
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The right to a jury of one’s peers is
enshrined in the U.S. Constitution as a
safeguard against abuses of power by
state and federal governments.9

Black women activists in Selma attend a training on registering people to vote. (Flip Schulke/Corbis/Getty Images)

In addition to shielding individual defendants
from government overreach, juries embody
and sustain democracy itself by providing an
“opportunity for ordinary citizens to participate
in the administration of justice.”11

“Other than voting, serving on a jury
is the most substantial opportunity
that most citizens have to participate
in the democratic process.”
Flowers v. Mississippi, 139 S. Ct. 2228, 2238 (2019).

Jury service empowers ordinary citizens to
become “instruments of public justice” in their
own communities.12
But
throughout
our
country’s
history,
perpetrators of racial violence, terrorism, and
exploitation of disfavored groups have escaped
accountability because their criminal behavior
has been ignored by all-white juries.

an elaborate and complex mythology emerged
based on the idea that Black people were not
fully human and were inherently inferior to
white people. This false narrative was woven
into the legal system, which became a critical
mechanism to enforce white supremacy.

Black people have been
excluded from jury service
since America’s founding.
To justify the mass enslavement of Black people
in a country that espoused freedom and liberty,

Jury deliberation room, 1954. Until the 1970s, jury service
was largely reserved for white men. (Bettman/Getty Images)
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A

jury made up of ordinary citizens acts
as a “bulwark” of liberty for individuals
accused of a crime by reining in
overzealous or corrupt prosecutors and
exposing judges who fail to protect the rights of
the accused.10

Black citizens made progress toward political
equality during the 12-year period after the
Civil War known as Reconstruction. Under the
protection of federal troops stationed in the
South to enforce the newly established rights
of formerly enslaved people, many Black men
voted and were elected to local, state, and
federal government positions, including 16
African Americans who served in Congress.16

Congress passed the Civil Rights Act of 1875,
which outlawed race-based discrimination in
jury selection.17 The Fourteenth and Fifteenth
Amendments, ratified in 186818 and 1870,19
respectively, guaranteed Black men the right
to vote and serve on juries and provided legal
protections against racial discrimination. 20
Racially integrated juries in some jurisdictions
enforced the rights of Black defendants and held
white perpetrators of racial violence accountable
for their crimes. 21 In most of the South, however,
the failure to enforce anti-discrimination laws
meant that Black people continued to be denied
the basic rights of citizenship, including jury
service. 22

White resistance to racial
equality grew increasingly
violent during this period.
From 1865 to 1876, more than 2,000 African
Americans were the victims of racial terror
lynchings. 23 Racially motivated massacres and
public spectacle lynchings were widespread,
with thousands of white people participating in
public acts of torture.

In 1952, this all-white, all-male jury convicted Walter Lee
Irvin, an innocent Black man, of the kidnapping and rape of
a Florida woman. Mr. Irvin and three other innocent Black
men who were falsely accused of the crime became known
as the “Groveland Four.” (Bettman/Getty Images)

Perpetrators of terror—who included community
leaders, elected officials, and law enforcement
officers—committed brutal acts of violence in
broad daylight, sometimes “on the courthouse
lawn,”24 with no fear of prosecution or conviction
in an all-white legal system. As a Select
Committee of the Senate outlined in the Report
on Alleged Outrages in the Southern States
in 1871, “In nine cases out of ten the men who
commit the crimes constitute or sit on the grand
jury, either they themselves or their near relatives
or friends, sympathizers, aiders, or abettors.”25
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The Constitution denied Black people the right
to serve on juries13 by classifying enslaved
Black people as property.14 Most states also
excluded free Black people from jury service
and denied them the right to a jury trial,15
leaving African Americans unprotected from
abusive prosecutions and unfair convictions
and sentences. This exclusion also allowed
for the murder, rape, assault, and economic
exploitation of Black women and men, because
all-white juries refused to hold the perpetrators
accountable.
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The racial terror lynching of Henry Smith, a Black 17-year-old, drew the entire white population of
Paris, Texas, on February 1, 1893. (Library of Congress/Getty Images)
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As one Louisiana paper wrote toward the end of the nineteenth
century, hostility to the Black citizen was such that “juries…seem
to think that it is their bounden duty to render a verdict of ‘guilty
as charged,’ because the accused has black skin.”26The rise of
the convict leasing system in the South created an additional
incentive to criminalize Black people. 27 Of growing conviction
rates among Black people during this era, abolitionist author
Frank B. Sanborn wrote:

[S]o customary had it become to convict any Negro
upon a mere accusation, that public opinion was
loathe to allow a fair trial to black suspects, and was
too often tempted to take the law into its own hands.
Finally the state became a dealer in crime, profited
by it so as to derive a net annual income from her
prisoners…The Negroes lost faith in the integrity of
courts and in the fairness of juries. 28

A H I S T O R Y O F D I S C R I M I N AT I O N I N J U R Y S E L E C T I O N

The same all-white juries that refused
to hold white people accountable for
killing Black people readily convicted
Black people and imposed severe
punishments for minor crimes, even in
cases with little to no evidence.
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Southern states used a loophole in the Thirteenth Amendment—which banned slavery except as punishment for crime—to
establish convict leasing. (Library of Congress, Prints & Photographs Division, Detroit Publishing Company Collection, LCD428-850)

Continued white resistance to racial equality
undermined the legal protections enacted by
Congress during Reconstruction, while the
Supreme Court largely turned a blind eye
to racial violence and widespread refusal to
enforce federal law. 29 Federal laws required
Southern lawmakers and judges to eliminate
from state statutes language that expressly
excluded Black people from jury service. But

they swiftly enacted new laws and practices
that had the same discriminatory purpose and
the same exclusionary effect.
For example, in 1898, Louisiana lawmakers
amended the state constitution to “establish
the supremacy of the white race.”30 The new
constitution diluted the participation of Black
jurors by permitting a felony conviction as long

Throughout the early 20th century, state and
local officials continued to use discriminatory
tactics to keep Black people out of the jury
box. Such tactics were often obvious—many
local officials simply removed the names of
Black people from jury rolls.33 Others were less
blatant but no less exclusionary. The “key-man”
system, for example, called for prominent white
citizens to submit lists of suitable jurors to jury
commissioners.34

From the end of Reconstruction
through the early 1930s, “the
systematic exclusion of black men from
Southern juries was about as plain as
any legal discrimination could be short
of proclamation in state statutes or
confession by state officials.”35
A newspaper clipping from the
March 14, 1903, Lancaster Ledger
of Lancaster, South Carolina,
covering the U.S. Supreme Court’s
rejection of a jury discrimination
claim in Brownfield v. South
Carolina. Mr. Brownfield was
convicted by an all-white jury
despite the fact that Black people
represented 80% of the population
of registered voters in the county.
(Library of Congress)
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as nine out of 12 jurors voted to convict.31 As a
practical matter, this meant that if three Black
jurors voted to acquit a Black defendant, the
other nine white jurors’ votes were still enough
to convict the defendant. The law effectively
made the participation of Black people on
juries meaningless. Despite its explicitly stated
purpose to maintain white supremacy, this
practice was not struck down by the Supreme
Court until 2020.32

In the early 1900s, the Court addressed the
total exclusion of African Americans from jury
service in multiple cases where an all-white
jury sentenced a Black man to death in a Texas
county where African Americans comprised
25% of the population.37 Even though not one
Black person appeared on a jury in any of these
capital cases, the Supreme Court found that no
illegal racial discrimination had occurred.38

nine Black teenagers charged with raping two
white women in Scottsboro, Alabama, despite
overwhelming evidence of their innocence.39
The teens were tried and convicted by an allwhite jury; no African American had served on a
jury in Scottsboro in living memory.40
After advocacy organizations including the
NAACP launched a campaign on behalf of
the nine teenagers that garnered national
attention for months, the Supreme Court
reversed the convictions and admonished the
jury commissioner for excluding all African
Americans from the jury pool.41 The Court
reversed six other convictions on similar grounds
over the next 12 years.42

But racially discriminatory
practices remained
widespread even after
Norris as state officials used
“more covert and less overt”
methods of exclusion.43

The “Scottsboro Boys,” 1931. (Bettman/Getty Images)

Not until 1935, in Norris v. Alabama, did the
Supreme Court call out local and state officials
for illegally excluding Black people from juries
because of their race. Norris involved the
wrongful convictions and death sentences of

Many jurisdictions continued to exclude Black
potential jurors by saying that they lacked the
requisite “intelligence, experience, or moral
integrity”44 to serve, and lawyers continued to
remove Black jurors using peremptory strikes.45
Local officials in Georgia printed the names
of Black residents on colored paper so they
could avoid picking a Black person during the
“random” drawing of names for the jury pool.
Other officials kept Black people out of jury pools
by relying on tax returns that were segregated
by race.46
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The Supreme Court was indifferent to this
rampant and illegal exclusion of Black people
from juries. The Court repeatedly deferred to
state court decisions finding no discrimination
and rejected complaints about racially biased
jury selection, even in cases involving the death
penalty.36
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Potential jurors arrive for check-in at the jury pool room in an Oklahoma courthouse. (Mike Simons/Tulsa World)

In 1945, a decade after Norris, the Supreme
Court upheld a Texas county’s policy of allowing
exactly one African American to serve on each
grand jury, even after jury commissioners
testified that they had “no intention of placing
more than one negro on the panel.”47
The Supreme Court addressed racially
discriminatory peremptory strikes in Swain v.
Alabama in 1965,48 but its decision made it
impossible to prove intentional discrimination
even when prosecutors excluded every single
African American from the jury.49

Growing criticism finally forced the Court to
adjust the legal standard for proving racial bias
in jury selection. In 1986, the Court overruled
Swain and held in Batson v. Kentucky that a
defendant can prove racial discrimination in
jury selection based on an assessment of the
prosecutor’s strikes at the defendant’s trial. 50
But prosecutors soon found ways to avoid
Batson’s new standard.
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We rely on jurors to decide questions
of guilt and innocence and to assess
appropriate punishments because
they are more grounded in the values
and norms of their own communities.

(Getty Images)

As the Supreme Court has noted, “Community
participation in the administration of the criminal
law…is not only consistent with our democratic
heritage but is also critical to public confidence
in the fairness of the criminal justice system.”52

The constitutional right to a jury of one’s peers
empowers community members to shield
defendants from unfair or excessive treatment
by police, prosecutors, and judges. People of
color are significantly underrepresented in
these positions of power. The absence of Black
representation means that decisions about who
to arrest, which crimes to prosecute, and how to
punish people are made primarily by individuals
who have less experience contending with racial
bias.53

More than 40% of Americans are people of color.
But nearly every single elected prosecutor in
America today is white.54
American judge has ever been elected to an
intermediate appellate court in Alabama, and
in its 200-year history the Alabama Supreme
Court has had only three African American
justices—two of whom were the only African
Americans ever elected to a statewide office in
Alabama.56

Despite the fact that people of color make up 51% of the
state population, the Nevada Supreme Court, pictured here
in 2020, is all white.

And almost all of our nation’s judges are white,
too. In Alabama, for example, all 19 appellate
judges are white—even though people of color
make up 35% of the population.55 No African

Alabama is not alone. Twenty-two states
currently have all-white supreme courts,
including 11 states in which people of color
comprise at least 20% of the population.57 In 16
states—nearly a third of the country—there has
never been a Black supreme court justice.58
Data on federal judges likewise reveal a stark
lack of diversity. The judges on the Fifth Circuit
Court of Appeals, which covers Texas, Louisiana,
and Mississippi, are 82% white, even though
more than half of the circuit’s population is
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U

nlike judges, who are typically appointed
by government officials or elected after
expensive political campaigns, jurors are
community members with diverse experiences
and backgrounds who better reflect the
“conscience of the community.”51
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Twenty-two states currently have all-white supreme courts.

nonwhite.59 Similarly, the Seventh Circuit Court
of Appeals, which includes Indiana, Illinois, and
Wisconsin, has just one judge of color, even
though 30% of the circuit’s population are
people of color.60
Other groups subject to centuries of unfair bias
and exclusion are also underrepresented on
state and federal courts. For instance, Native
Americans make up 28% of the population in
Alaska and 15% in New Mexico, but no Native
American has served on the supreme court in
either state.61 Nationwide, only three Native
Americans have ever served on a state supreme
court, two of whom were appointed in 2019.62
The underrepresentation of Native Americans
persists in the federal court system as well,
where only one of more than 800 federal judges
is Native American.63

In too many parts of this
country, law enforcement
agencies likewise do not
represent the communities
they serve and in many
smaller police departments,
Black representation
remains virtually
nonexistent.64
Jury service is often the only opportunity for a
community perspective to impact the outcome
of a case in America’s legal system.
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A group of women registering for jury duty in Portland, Oregon, in 1912. It was not until 60 years later that the Supreme
Court found gender-based jury exclusion to be unconstitutional. (Gardiner P. Bissel/Oregon Journal)
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Gender-Based
Jury Exclusion

States that did not categorically exclude women
nonetheless enforced gender-based barriers
to jury service, such as requiring women to
register with the clerk of court if they wanted to
volunteer for jury service.67
Not until 1975 did the Supreme Court determine
that excluding women from jury service violates
the requirement that a jury be drawn from a fair
cross-section of the community.68 Despite this
ruling, lawyers continued to use peremptory
strikes to eliminate women from juries until the
Supreme Court decided in 1994 that genderbased strikes violate the Fourteenth Amendment
right to equal protection.69

In many states, the history
of gender-based jury
exclusion tracks the history
of opposition to women’s
suffrage.
Alabama voted against ratification of the
Nineteenth Amendment in 1919 and did not
officially endorse suffrage for women until
1953.70 Similarly, Alabama statutorily barred
women from serving on juries until 1967.71 For
the next 11 years, state law authorized judges
to exclude women—and only women—from jury
service if a good reason could be articulated.72
This gender-based exemption systematically
excluded women from juries.73 During the early
1990s, Alabama prosecutors admitted to striking
Black women from juries, explicitly stating
“because she was a woman” as their rationale,
which the state appellate courts accepted as a
valid, race-neutral reason.74
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For centuries, state laws barred women from
jury service on the theory that women were
too fragile to participate in public life and
needed protection from the “indecent” aspects
of criminal trials.65 Three states—Alabama,
Mississippi, and South Carolina—statutorily
barred women from serving on juries well into
the 1960s.66
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Today, Black people and other
people of color are excluded from
participating in our jury system
at every step of the jury selection
process: when the court system
creates lists of potential jurors,
when potential jurors are notified to
come to court, when judges decide
which potential jurors are qualified
to serve, and when prosecutors
use peremptory strikes to remove
potential jurors.

An empty jury box in a federal courthouse in Milwaukee, Wisconsin. (Raymond Boyd/Getty Images)
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The first step in the jury selection process
is the creation of a pool of potential jurors
that is supposed to reflect the community’s
demographics.
But
Black
people
and
nonwhite people are often underrepresented
in jury pools, and courts consistently tolerate
this underrepresentation even though the
Constitution requires that jurors be chosen from
a “fair cross-section” of the community.75
People of color are underrepresented in jury
pools because they are often underrepresented

HOW JURIES ARE SELECTED

Jury Pools

in the source lists—typically voter registration
databases—used
to
create
the
pools.
Socioeconomic, historical, and geographic
obstacles to voter registration mean that many
racial and ethnic groups are not fully represented
on voter registration lists.76 Despite evidence
that relying on voter rolls systematically excludes
Black people, federal district courts use voter
registration records as the primary source for
jury pools, and many state courts rely on these
records as well.77
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Black women and men in Selma, Alabama, wait in line to take a voter registration test, February 17, 1965. (Associated Press)

Some states supplement voter registration lists
with driver’s license lists, but those also tend
to disproportionately exclude people of color. A
2005 study in Wisconsin found that while about
80% of white residents had driver’s licenses,
only about half of African American and Latino
residents had them.78
After the jury list is compiled, the court selects
people from the pool and mails summonses
directing them to come to court. This initial
selection is usually done randomly, but this
process can still create racial disparities. For
example, nationally, an average of 12% of jury
summons are returned as “undeliverable,”
a deficit that some experts believe to be a
significant drain on the number of available
jurors. Many courts fail to regularly update
mailing address records and people with low
income levels, who are more likely to move
frequently, have a higher rate of undeliverable
summonses than middle or high income people.

Black people and people of color, who are
disproportionately burdened by poverty, are
more likely than white prospective jurors to be
excluded because of this practice.79
To create jury pools that better reflect the
makeup of the community, some jurisdictions
have begun drawing names from state income
tax rolls, public benefits lists, and unemployment
compensation lists. 80 New Mexico, for example,
supplements voter registration and driver’s
license records with state income tax rolls that
more accurately reflect a fair cross-section of
the community.81
Courts also can use computer programs that
track demographic information to create
representative lists of potential jurors. And they
can take simple steps like checking the change
of address registry to ensure that potential jurors
receive the summons notifying them to come to
court for jury service. 82
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Most courts still have
not adopted the readily
accessible procedures
needed to achieve full
representation.82
This lack of commitment to representative
juries is also reflected in the wholesale failure of
appellate courts to enforce the fair cross-section
requirement when legal challenges are made.
While the procedures used by local court systems
have led to rampant underrepresentation of
people of color in jury pools, appellate courts
have made it all but impossible for a defendant
to show that underrepresentation in the jury
pool is “significant” enough to warrant a remedy.
Courts generally look at the difference between
the percentage of a particular group in the
community and the percentage of that group in
the pool, often called the “absolute disparity.”84
For a court to find that a group is significantly
underrepresented, the absolute disparity
typically must be greater than 10%. 85

For example, in 2015, the percentage of Hispanic
citizens in one California community was 23.1%,
but jury pools were only 16.9% Hispanic. The
California Supreme Court decided that the
resulting absolute disparity of 6.2% was not
“constitutionally significant” even though it
meant that more than a quarter of Hispanic
residents were excluded from participating in
the jury system.86
The 10% cutoff for showing significant
underrepresentation means that, if a group
constitutes less than 10% of the population,
courts will uphold even the most blatant
and intentional exclusion of every member
of that group.87 In San Francisco, where the
African American population is 5.7%, courts
have tolerated jury pools with no African
Americans.88 While better methods exist for
measuring the degree of underrepresentation,
the larger problem with requiring proof that
any underrepresentation is “significant” is
that it suggests some underrepresentation is
acceptable.

In practice, the
constitutional right to a
representative jury pool is
close to meaningless.

Only one fair cross-section claim has succeeded
in the last 10 years in any state or federal court
in the entire country.92 Courts have rejected
challenges where a computer glitch in the
county’s jury selection software excluded all
African Americans, where the disparity between
Latinos in the community and the jury pool was
38.5%, and where African Americans comprised
17% of the county’s population but made up only
8% of the jury pool.93
Widespread tolerance of underrepresentation
in our jury pools has adverse consequences
for defendants and for citizens who are denied
the right to serve on a jury. It undermines the
legitimacy of the legal system and exacerbates
discrimination at other points in the selection
process. When the jury pool is not representative,
it is far less likely that grand juries and trial juries
will reflect the entire community.
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A second problem is that appellate courts will
not provide a remedy unless there is explicit
evidence of intentional racial discrimination
or proof that a specific “systematic” practice
causes
underrepresentation. 89
Defendants
rarely succeed in showing systematic exclusion
because they have difficulty accessing jury
records.90 Courts rarely view factors that
influence underrepresentation—such as voting
patterns, access to driver’s licenses, and
socioeconomic status—as “systematic.”91
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Grand Jury

A grand jury determines whether enough
evidence exists to charge someone with a crime
and, if so, it produces an indictment.
High-profile cases involving allegations of racial
bias are often shaped by the decisions of grand
juries. The failure of grand juries to authorize
criminal prosecutions against police officers
involved in the murders of Eric Garner, Michael
Brown, and Breonna Taylor underscores the
importance of grand juries in the criminal legal
process.94

Each grand jury has a foreperson who questions
witnesses, administers oaths, requests that
prosecutors call other witnesses or present
additional evidence, and signs indictments.
Forepersons are typically selected by a judge or
by their fellow grand jurors.95
The process for selecting a grand jury foreperson,
and sometimes the grand jury itself, is ripe for
racial discrimination because judges—who are
disproportionately white—often have unfettered
discretion.96
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Jury qualification laws disparately impact people of color and diminish the quality of jury deliberations.
(Illustration by Leonardo Santamaria)

While racial discrimination
in the selection of the grand
jury members or foreperson
is supposed to be
unconstitutional, it has been
almost universally tolerated
by state and federal courts.97
Even judges who have never selected a Black
person to preside as foreperson are shielded
from review as long as they can assert some
general basis for their selection other than race,

such as education, English proficiency, income,
or the judge’s subjective perceptions of potential
grand jurors’ leadership skills.98
In some jurisdictions, including the federal
system, courts have refused to provide a remedy
for racial discrimination in the selection process
because the foreperson’s responsibilities are
not significant and are merely “ministerial.”99
But this overlooks the profound injury to Black
people who are the victims of discrimination
and have to serve on grand juries without being
accorded the same dignity and respect as white
grand jurors.
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HOW JURIES ARE
SELECTED

A crowd gathers to protest a grand jury’s failure to charge an N.Y.P.D. officer in the death of Eric Garner, December 2014.
(Craig Ruttle/Redux)

When potential jurors report for jury duty,
they are asked whether they meet the legal
qualifications for jury service.100 Judges dismiss
those who do not qualify, and they can also
exempt people from jury service if it would be
a hardship for them. Predictably, exemptions
designed to protect prospective jurors from
undue financial hardship tend to deny people
with low incomes and limited resources the
opportunity to serve on juries.101

In most jurisdictions,
employers are not required
to compensate employees
for jury duty.102
And most states fail to make up the difference.
Only New Mexico pays jurors a minimum wage.103
Some states do not pay jurors for the first few
days of jury service and some jurisdictions pay
jurors as little as $5 per day.104 For many people,
the cost of jury service may be “a missed rent
payment or skipped meals [or] come at the cost
of a job.”105 Parents who are the sole caregivers
for their children likewise face a daunting
choice, as they cannot serve without access to

affordable childcare. People living in poverty are
often unable to obtain transportation to come to
court.
Individuals who overcome such obstacles may
still be excused if they fail to meet the statutory
requirements for jury service under state and
federal law. In most states, being charged with
or convicted of a criminal offense can result
in lifetime exclusion from jury service.106 Even
misdemeanor convictions result in lifetime
exclusion in Maryland, New Jersey, Oregon,
Pennsylvania, South Carolina, and Texas.107Just
being charged with a felony is cause for
temporary exclusion in Connecticut, Kentucky,
Louisiana, and Massachusetts.108

Florida, Maryland, Texas,
and Washington, D.C.,
exclude potential jurors who
have merely been charged
with a misdemeanor
offense.109
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Potential jurors who meet the legal qualifications
and are not excused because of a hardship can
still be excluded if a judge finds that they cannot
be fair and impartial. During this step in the
jury selection process, lawyers can challenge
potential jurors “for cause,” and judges have wide
discretion to grant or deny these challenges.

Challenges for cause result
in the removal of people of
color at disproportionately
high rates.110
A study involving 1,300 felony trials and almost
30,000 prospective jurors throughout North
Carolina found that trial judges were 30% more
likely to remove prospective jurors of color for
cause than white prospective jurors.111
A 2020 study of challenges for cause in nearly
400 criminal trials in Louisiana and Mississippi
found that Black potential jurors were more than
three times as likely as white potential jurors to be
excluded by prosecutors for cause.112 Louisiana
prosecutors used 58.9% of their challenges for
cause to remove Black prospective jurors, even
though only 33% of the potential jurors were
Black. In Mississippi, the numbers were even

more striking: prosecutors used 79.5% of their
challenges to remove Black prospective jurors,
even though only 34% of prospective jurors
were Black.113

Racial disparities in
challenges for cause are
often the result of systemic
racial bias in the legal
system.
Prosecutors challenge potential jurors who
acknowledge having been victimized by racial
bias, experiencing racial discrimination, or
having concerns about the reliability of the
criminal legal system.114
To ensure that Black jurors are not
disproportionately removed for cause, courts
must recognize the experiences of African
Americans in the context of this country’s
history of slavery, lynching, segregation, and
racial bigotry. The perspective of people who
have been disfavored in American society is
not a credible basis for exclusion. Rather, their
participation is essential to ensure that our
system is reliable and fair.
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Lezmond Mitchell
On August 26, 2020, over the steadfast
objections of Navajo leaders, the U.S.
government executed Lezmond Mitchell, the
first and only Native American in modern
history to be sentenced to death by the federal
government for a crime committed against
another Native American on tribal land.115
Racial bias against Native Americans infected
Mr. Mitchell’s case from the start. At the
government’s request, his trial was moved from
the Navajo Reservation to Phoenix, Arizona,116
where the population was only about two
percent Native American.117
The federal trial judge excluded for cause all but
one of the 30 Native Americans who appeared
for jury service.118 Four were excluded because
they spoke Navajo as their first language.119
Eight were excluded because they opposed
capital punishment.120

The judge asked several Native American
potential jurors if they could be fair and impartial
in a case with a Native American defendant, and
dismissed one juror because he said he was “a
traditional Navajo” who believed in the value of
life.121

Mr. Mitchell was convicted
and sentenced to death by
a jury made up of 11 white
people and one citizen of the
Navajo Nation.122

Today, federal
courts continue to
disproportionately exclude
Native Americans from jury
service.124

Around the same time, in 1885, Congress
expanded federal jurisdiction over crimes
committed by Native Americans on tribal land,
which allowed the federal government to try
offenses committed there in federal courts
that excluded Native Americans from juries,
rather than in tribal courts, even when both the
victim and the alleged perpetrator were Native
American.

Most federal courts create their jury pools using
state voter rolls that exclude Native Americans
who are not registered to vote. And courts refuse
to provide the resources, like transportation, that
would make it possible for Native Americans
living in poverty or on reservations hundreds
of miles from a federal courthouse to serve on
federal juries.125

Lezmond Mitchell, a Native American man, was convicted and sentenced to death by a jury made up of 11 white people and
one citizen of the Navajo Nation. He was executed by the U.S. Government in 2020 over the steadfast objections of Navajo
leaders. (Auska Kee Mitchell)
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The exclusion of Native Americans from federal
jury service is not new. In 1884, the Supreme
Court exempted Native Americans born on
tribal lands from birthright citizenship, meaning
that Native Americans were excluded from
federal jury service until Congress declared
them citizens in 1924.123
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Prospective jurors who meet the legal
requirements for jury service and remain after
challenges for cause are called “qualified
jurors.” There are almost always more jurors
who are qualified to serve on a case than are
needed for a trial. To narrow them down to the
final jury that actually hears a case, prosecutors
and defense attorneys use peremptory strikes.
Unlike challenges for cause, peremptory strikes
can be used to remove qualified jurors for “any
reason at all.”126

Peremptory strikes have
historically and routinely
been used to discriminate
against Black jurors.
The Supreme Court first addressed the
discriminatory use of peremptory strikes in
1965. In Swain v. Alabama, the prosecutor had
used peremptory strikes to remove all six Black
prospective jurors, resulting in an all-white
jury.127
The Supreme Court held that such blatant racial
bias in a single case was not enough to prove a
constitutional violation. To prove discrimination,
a defendant would have to present evidence of
“repeated striking of blacks over a number of
cases.”128 Neither Mr. Swain nor subsequent
defendants could meet this high burden.129

Civil rights activist Angela Davis was tried before an allwhite jury in 1972. Her attorneys noted they had accepted
the jury because they saw “no chance of getting a [B]lack
juror on the panel.” (Battle Creek Enquirer, March 15, 1972)

Not until 1986 did the Court recognize that
the “reality of practice, amply reflected in
many state- and federal-court opinions, shows
that the [peremptory] challenge may be, and
unfortunately at times has been, used to
discriminate against black jurors.”130
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In an attempt to make
it more feasible for
defendants to prove a
constitutional violation, the
Court in Batson v. Kentucky
established a three-step
legal standard that is still
used today.

Step one requires the defendant to challenge the
strike of a juror based on racial discrimination
by showing “that the facts and any other
relevant circumstances raise an inference”
that the prosecutor excluded the juror based
on race.131 This is called a “prima facie case”
of discrimination, and if a prima facie case is
established, the court moves to step two.
At step two, the burden shifts to the prosecutor
to provide “a neutral explanation” for the strike
that is not based on race.132 This is an extremely
low bar—the only requirement is the reason
must be race-neutral on its face. The Court has
been clear that the reason does not need to be
persuasive or even plausible.133
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Justice Thurgood Marshall, photographed on October 2, 1967, the day he was sworn in as the first Black United States
Supreme Court Justice. (Getty)

Finally, at step three, the trial court must decide
based on the totality of the circumstances
whether the defendant has established
“purposeful discrimination” or that the reason
was merely a pretext for racial discrimination.134
This requires the trial judge to assess the
credibility of the prosecutor.
Then-Supreme Court Justice Thurgood Marshall
expressed concern that this three-step process
would not actually reduce racial bias in
peremptory strikes.
“[T]he decision today will not end the racial
discrimination that peremptories inject into

the jury-selection process. That goal can be
accomplished only by eliminating peremptory
challenges entirely.” - Justice Thurgood Marshall
(Batson, 476 U.S. at 102-03).
Like the federal statutes, constitutional
amendments, and Supreme Court decisions that
came before, Batson made clear that excluding
even a single person from jury service on the
basis of race is unconstitutional.
But the absence of a commitment to eliminate
racially discriminatory peremptory strikes has
allowed illegal racial discrimination in jury
selection to persist.
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For nearly 150 years, it has been a
federal crime to exclude any person
from a jury because of their race, but
prosecutors—whose job is to enforce
the law—continue to engage in illegal
racial discrimination during jury
selection.

Numerous studies analyzing prosecutors’ use of
peremptory strikes reach the same conclusion—
peremptory strikes unquestionably are used in a
racially discriminatory manner.
For example, a recent study in Mississippi
spanning a 25-year period ending in 2017 found
that Black prospective jurors were four times
more likely to be struck than white prospective
jurors.135 Similarly, an analysis of more than
5,000 Louisiana cases from 2011 to 2017 found
that prosecutors struck Black jurors at 175% the

Illustration by Cathryn Virginia

expected rate based on their proportion of the
jury pool.136
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In California, a study examining nearly 700
criminal cases decided by the state appellate
courts between 2006 and 2018 found that
prosecutors used their peremptory strikes to
remove Black jurors in nearly 72% of cases while
using peremptory strikes against white jurors in
less than 1% of cases.137
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I

n the 35 years since the Supreme Court
decided Batson v. Kentucky, prosecutors
across America have continued to use
peremptory strikes to exclude Black people and
other people of color, and courts have continued
to tolerate illegal exclusions despite compelling
evidence of racial bias.

Some defense lawyers have successfully used
Batson to remedy racial discrimination in jury
selection, especially in death penalty cases.138
But prosecutors, defense lawyers, trial judges,
and appellate courts largely remain indifferent
to the need for representative juries and have
shown no real commitment to enforcing clearly
established laws against racial discrimination in
jury selection.
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The Batson decision did not deter prosecutors
from engaging in illegal race-based peremptory
strikes so much as it incentivized them to find
ways to keep striking Black jurors without
triggering a Batson objection.

Many prosecutors have
been explicitly trained to
provide “race-neutral”
reasons for strikes against
people of color.
For example, the North Carolina Conference of
District Attorneys hosted training sessions in
1995 and 2011 to teach prosecutors how to strike
Black prospective jurors without triggering
judicial scrutiny.139
A 2004 Texas District and County Attorney
Association trial skills course encouraged
prosecutors to offer reasons like “watching
gospel TV programs” and “views in favor of the
O.J. Simpson verdict” to justify strikes against
Black jurors.140
The 2016 edition of a prosecutors’ training
manual used in Santa Clara County, California,
provides a 30-page list of 77 justifications that
reviewing courts have deemed acceptable

reasons for striking people of color, including
the prospective juror’s “clothing, hairstyle, or
other accoutrements.”141
Litigation guides continue to advise prosecutors
to avoid jurors who are the same race as the
defendant and encourage reliance on racial
stereotypes in jury selection.142

Prosecutors continue to
assert justifications for
removing Black jurors that
are clearly pretexts for
discrimination and are often
rooted in pernicious racial
stereotypes.
It is not uncommon for prosecutors to assert
that they struck a Black juror because of “low
intelligence” or an alleged lack of education.143
In a Louisiana case, the prosecutor commented
that a Black prospective juror was “too stupid to
live much less be on a jury.”144 In a recent trial
in Maine, the prosecutor asserted that he struck
the sole potential juror of color because he had
an 11th-grade education.145
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Prosecutors

In Neal v. Delaware, the Supreme Court found
that Delaware’s statute, which resulted in the
uniform exclusion of African Americans, violated
the Fourteenth Amendment, noting that the
state court indulged in “a violent presumption…
that such uniform exclusion of [African
Americans] from juries, during a period of many
years, was solely because, in the judgment of
those officers, fairly exercised, the black race in
Delaware were utterly disqualified, by want of
intelligence, experience or moral integrity, to sit
on juries.”147
Similarly, prosecutors claim to have struck
Black jurors because they are unemployed or
“unskilled.” A defendant in Texas was tried by
an all-white jury after the prosecutor removed
all three Black jurors because their employment
involved “unskilled labor,” even though two had
college degrees.148
Prosecutors often say they struck Black jurors
because they lived in a “high crime area,” which
is generally used as code for a predominantly
Black neighborhood.149
In a recent case in Baltimore, the prosecutor
said he used two peremptory strikes to remove
Black jurors because they lived in a “bad zip
code.”150 A prosecutor in Kentucky asserted that
he struck a Black prospective juror because her
nephews lived in the same predominantly Black
housing project as the defendant, even though
there was no indication that she or her nephews
actually knew the defendant.151

Prosecutors frequently
offer unverifiable assertions
about Black potential jurors’
appearance or demeanor to
justify their strikes.
A study of illegal racial discrimination in
California courts found that prosecutors used
racial stereotypes about demeanor to justify
peremptory strikes in more than 40% of
cases.152 In one Georgia case, the prosecutor’s
only reason for removing a Black prospective
juror was his vague assertion that he was unable
to “establish a rapport” with the juror.153
In a Kentucky case, the prosecutor asserted that
he removed a Black juror because the juror did
not laugh at his jokes.154 A prosecutor explained
in a different Kentucky case that he had been
“watching [an African American woman] from
the minute she came into the courtroom” and
struck her because her body language changed
when she learned the defendant was “a black
man accused of doing this horrible thing to a
white man.”155

Appearance-based reasons
are often rooted in troubling
racial stereotypes.
In a Louisiana case, the prosecutor claimed that
a Black prospective juror “looked like a drug
dealer.”156 An Alabama prosecutor’s reasons
for striking Black prospective jurors included
wearing sweatpants, having gold teeth, and
wearing an earring.157
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Low intelligence is a negative stereotype that
has been used throughout our nation’s history
to illegally exclude African Americans from jury
service and is therefore “a particularly suspicious
explanation.”146

Instead, prosecutors with proven track records
of discriminatory conduct are regularly reelected. After the Supreme Court found that
Mississippi district attorney Doug Evans illegally
removed Black prospective jurors in multiple
capital prosecutions of Curtis Flowers, he was
re-elected to an eighth term in 2019.162

There are rarely
consequences for
prosecutors who engage in
racially discriminatory jury
selection.

Engaging in illegal racial discrimination in jury
selection also violates the ethical standards
that attorneys are sworn to follow. But recent
studies have failed to identify a single case of
a prosecutor being found guilty of an ethics
violation for violating Batson.163

The Civil Rights Act of 1875 made it a federal
crime to exclude any citizen from a jury on the
basis of race.160 No one has ever been convicted
under this statute.161

After Mississippi district attorney Doug Evans illegally removed Black prospective jurors in multiple capital prosecutions
of Curtis Flowers, he was re-elected to an eighth term in 2019. (Taylor Kuykendall/Associated Press, The Greenwood
Commonwealth)
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A prosecutor in North Carolina struck a
prospective juror of color because he was
“heavily tattooed” and “attired in baggy jeans
hanging low.”158 A New York prosecutor asserted
that he struck a Black woman because she was
too “outspoken.”159
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EJI surveyed all 50 states and found abundant
evidence of courts’ indifference to racial bias in
jury selection, even in cases with glaring levels
of exclusion.

The highest courts in 32
states have considered
hundreds of illegal racial
discrimination claims over
the last decade, and not
one found that a prosecutor
violated the Constitution by
removing a juror of color.164
Instead, appellate courts in several states have
reversed lower court findings that prosecutors
engaged in illegal racial discrimination.165
The Georgia Supreme Court has consistently
failed to find that Black prospective jurors
were discriminated against, even where the
prosecution used 80% of its strikes to remove
Black jurors.166 At the same time, the court has
repeatedly found that white jurors were victims
of illegal racial discrimination during jury
selection.167

Courts in other states have likewise upheld
convictions where the prosecution used all of
its peremptory strikes against people of color or
struck every person of color from the jury.168
In reviewing a 2014 case, the Mississippi
Supreme Court acknowledged that the
prosecutor “struck African-American members
at a rate more than twice as often as the rate at
which African Americans appeared in the [jury]
pool” but still refused to find discriminatory
conduct.169 Last year, the Alabama Court of
Criminal Appeals found no racial bias where the
prosecutor used 80% of his strikes to remove
Black prospective jurors even though African
Americans comprised less than half of the
qualified venire.170
In an Arkansas case, a defendant was tried by
an all-white jury after the prosecutor struck
all three Black potential jurors, including one
Black woman who was removed because the
prosecutor wondered if she could “appreciate
the gravity of a child-rape case” given that she
did not have any children.171
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Courts
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“When the trial judge, as a gatekeeper,
enforces a discriminatory peremptory
challenge, the court itself becomes a
party to racism, and has elected to
use its power and prestige to enforce
discrimination.”
– Former Louisiana Supreme Court Chief Justice
Bernette Johnson
Alex v. Rayne Concrete Serv., 951 So.2d 138, 158 (La. 2007)
(Johnson, J., concurring in part and dissenting in part).

In case after case, prosecutors have given
reasons for excluding Black jurors that were
not applied to white jurors who served on the
jury.172 The Missouri Supreme Court found no
racial discrimination where a Black prospective
juror who asked questions about the different
degrees of murder was struck for showing too
much “initiative,” even though a white juror who
asked similar questions was not removed.173

Courts refuse to find
discrimination even when
confronted with evidence
that the prosecutor treated
Black and white jurors with
similar characteristics
differently.

Similarly, the Texas Court of Criminal Appeals
upheld a finding of no racial bias where the
prosecutor struck a Black prospective juror for
needing an “enormous amount of evidence” to
find a defendant showed future dangerousness
but did not strike a white juror who needed to be
“’99.999′ [percent] sure” or another white juror
who needed to be “really convinced.”174

The Louisiana Supreme Court building.
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Instead of performing their clear constitutional
duty to eliminate even the appearance of
racial bias in a jury trial, some courts evince
callousness towards Black potential jurors, who
are insulted, humiliated, and excluded from jury
service, and express disdain for defendants who
protest racially biased jury strikes.
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Some judges have recognized that
it is too easy for prosecutors to avoid
the requirements of Batson and that
courts too often fail to remedy illegal
racial discrimination.
Justice Elsa Alcala of the Texas Court of Criminal Appeals
recently wrote:

If any implausible or outlandish reason that was
never even discussed with a prospective juror can
be accepted as a genuine race-neutral strike by a
trial court, as here, and if appellate courts simply
defer to trial courts, as here, then Batson is rendered
meaningless, and it is time for courts to enact
alternatives to the current Batson scheme to better
effectuate its underlying purpose.175

Courts invoke procedural
rules to avoid reviewing
the merits of racial
discrimination claims.
State and federal appellate courts have
responded to Batson by using procedural rules
to prevent review of these claims.
Many state appellate courts will not address
a claim of illegal jury discrimination if the trial
lawyer did not object at trial or on appeal.177 In
some states, one objection is not enough—Florida
and Maryland require multiple objections before
a Batson claim can be reviewed on appeal.178

Robert Tarver was sentenced to death by a
jury of 11 white jurors and one Black juror in
Russell County, Alabama, after the prosecutor
used 13 of his 14 strikes to remove African
Americans. At the time of the trial, Russell
County was nearly 40% Black. Mr. Tarver was
executed in the electric chair in 2000.

Robert Tarver, a 36-year-old Black man, was
convicted and sentenced to death for the murder
of a white convenience store owner in Russell
County, Alabama, despite significant evidence
that his co-defendant was responsible for the
shooting.179
Although Russell County was nearly 40% Black
at the time of the trial, Mr. Tarver was tried by
a jury of 11 white jurors and one Black juror
after the prosecutor used 13 of his 14 strikes to
remove African Americans.180
The assistant district attorney later admitted
that the prosecution intended to exclude jurors
on the basis of race.181 The trial court found the
prosecutor violated Batson, but the appeals
court refused to grant relief because the trial
lawyer had failed to object at trial and did not
properly raise the issue on appeal.182 Mr. Tarver
was executed in the electric chair in 2000.183
In case after case, issues of racial bias and
illegal discrimination go unaddressed and
unremedied because, like state appellate courts,
federal courts refuse to review claims of racially
biased jury selection that were not raised in
state court, even when there is strong evidence
of discriminatory conduct.
After the prosecutor in a Texas capital case
struck every single prospective juror of color,
a 20-year-old Black man was convicted and
sentenced to death by a nearly all-white jury.184
In rejecting James Broadnax’s claim of racially
discriminatory jury selection, the federal courts
said procedural rules prevented them from
considering spreadsheets that the District
Attorney’s Office created to record the race
and ethnicity of each prospective juror.185 The
same prosecutor’s office had previously been
rebuked by the Supreme Court for illegal racial
discrimination during jury selection.186
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In a dissenting opinion in 2020, a presiding
justice of the Mississippi Supreme Court wrote
that the court had shown no interest in holding
prosecutors accountable for striking Black
jurors. “A deferential standard of review is not
(and should not be) a rubber stamp on trial court
decisions,” he wrote, “yet, that is how this Court
has wielded it in Batson cases.”176
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Despite the importance of eliminating
discriminatory jury selection in the courtroom,
some jurisdictions subject racial bias claims to
more onerous procedural requirements than all
other claims challenging evidentiary rulings or
improprieties at trial.187

Excluded jurors frequently
have no remedy for
challenging discrimination.
The Supreme Court has recognized that
individuals excluded from jury service on the
basis of race are “as much aggrieved as those
indicted and tried by juries chosen under a system
of racial exclusion.”188 But numerous obstacles
prevent excluded jurors from challenging racial
discrimination in jury selection.

Prosecutors are protected by absolute immunity
from lawsuits seeking money damages for
their past actions during a trial, including racial
discrimination.189 This means that jurors who
have been discriminated against cannot receive
compensation, and prosecutors do not have to
worry about paying damages for their illegal
behavior.
Courts have also denied excluded jurors the
right to sue to prevent racial discrimination in
jury selection. In 2011, Black citizens who had
been excluded from jury service in Houston and
Henry counties in Alabama brought a suit to
stop then-District Attorney Doug Valeska from
engaging in racial discrimination in the exercise
of peremptory strikes.190 The federal courts
accepted the truth of the allegations about the
prosecutor’s racially discriminatory conduct
over many years but dismissed the lawsuit,
ruling that federal courts could not intervene in
state proceedings.191
Other courts have reached similar conclusions.192
These rulings have left illegally excluded jurors
with no way to vindicate their rights.
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Death Row Unit at Holman Prison in Atmore, Alabama. The State of Alabama
executed Robert Tarver even though the prosecution admitted they intentionally
excluded Black people from his jury.

Prosecutors and judges are duty bound to
enforce constitutional prohibitions against racial
discrimination in jury selection, but the Supreme
Court’s Batson decision puts the primary burden
for policing racially biased strikes on defense
lawyers.193

Most defense lawyers are white.197 They work
in judicial systems where they are in court with
the same prosecutors and judges every day.
And they are not immune to implicit biases that
make them less likely to identify and challenge
racial bias in the courtroom.

If a defense lawyer fails to object to a prosecutor’s
racially biased strike and does not persuade the
judge by presenting some evidence of illegal
discrimination, the discrimination is ignored:
the prosecutor does not have to explain the
strike, the trial judge does not have to decide
if the strike was racially biased, and in most
jurisdictions, appellate courts do not have to
address the claim on appeal.194

In fact, defense lawyers are sometimes the
perpetrators of racial discrimination.

In the majority of criminal cases that involve
indigent defendants, defense lawyers often are
overwhelmed, overworked, and underfunded.195
Rarely do they have the resources or training
necessary to effectively raise and prove a claim
of racial discrimination.196

Generally, defense lawyers
are reluctant to accuse
prosecutors of racial
bias and many share
prosecutors’ and judges’
indifference to the value of
diverse juries.

In one Alabama capital trial, the judge asked
whether defense counsel wished to raise an
objection to the district attorney’s removal of
African Americans from jury service.198 Instead
of objecting, defense counsel sided with the
prosecutor. His client, a young Black man, was
convicted and sentenced to death by 11 white
jurors and one Black juror in a county that was
more than a quarter Black.199 The prosecutor’s
strikes against African American jurors
were challenged on appeal, but the Alabama
appellate court relied on the defense attorney’s
concession and denied relief. 200
In a criminal case out of Mobile County,
Alabama, the defense lawyer illegally removed
African Americans from the jury. The defendant
challenged his lawyer’s discriminatory conduct
on appeal, but the Alabama appellate court
failed to find intentional discrimination. Instead,
it concluded, without evidence, that the defense
attorney’s racially discriminatory actions were “a
matter of trial strategy. 201
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Defense Lawyers
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Curtis Flowers and his sister, Priscilla Ward, leaving the Winston Choctaw Regional Correctional Facility in Louisville,
Mississippi, in December 2019. (Rogelio V. Solis/AP)
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Curtis Flowers

The State’s case against Mr. Flowers was entirely
circumstantial, largely based on testimony
regarding his whereabouts on the morning of
the murders and alleged confessions he made to
jailhouse informants that were later recanted. 203
Many of the witnesses were threatened with
jail or promised leniency in exchange for their
testimony. 204
In his relentless pursuit of a death sentence for
Curtis Flowers, district attorney Doug Evans—
elected in 1991 and re-elected to his eighth
term in 2019—repeatedly violated Batson by
removing nearly all of the Black jurors at each
of the six trials that occurred over the course of
23 years. 205
As the Supreme Court put it: “The State’s
relentless, determined effort to rid the jury of
black individuals strongly suggests that the
State wanted to try Flowers before a jury with as
few black jurors as possible, and ideally before
an all-white jury.”206
At the first trial in 1997, Mr. Evans removed
every Black juror. An all-white jury convicted
Mr. Flowers and sentenced him to death. The
Mississippi Supreme Court overturned the
conviction based on numerous instances of
prosecutorial misconduct, including reliance on
evidence not introduced at trial. 207
At the second trial in 1999, Mr. Evans again
used his peremptory strikes to remove all five
qualified Black jurors. Although the trial judge
found that Mr. Evans had violated Batson, the
judge simply returned one of the struck Black
jurors to the jury, and the jury of 11 white people
and one Black person convicted Mr. Flowers and

sentenced him to death. 208 Again, the Mississippi
Supreme Court overturned the conviction due
to the prosecutor’s misconduct. 209
At the third trial in 2004, Mr. Evans used all 15 of
his strikes against Black prospective jurors; the
lone Black juror on the otherwise all-white jury
was seated after the State ran out of peremptory
strikes. 210 In finding a Batson violation, the
Mississippi Supreme Court recognized that the
case presented “as strong a prima facie case of
racial discrimination as we have ever seen in the
context of a Batson challenge.”211
The fourth trial took place in 2007, and once
again, Mr. Evans used all 11 peremptory strikes
against Black jurors but did not have enough
strikes to remove all of the Black prospective
jurors. 212 The jury of seven white jurors and
five Black jurors could not reach a unanimous
verdict, and a mistrial was declared. 213
At the fifth trial in 2008, a jury of nine white
jurors and three Black jurors could not reach
a unanimous verdict, resulting in a second
mistrial. 214 Remarkably, the hold-out juror,
who was Black, was arrested and charged
with perjury for purportedly lying during jury
selection, although the charges were later
dropped. 215
In the sixth and final trial, Mr. Evans used five
of his six peremptory strikes against Black
prospective jurors, leaving one Black juror and
11 white jurors. 216 The Supreme Court found that
Mr. Evans had violated Batson, noting that over
the course of six trials, he struck 41 of the 42
qualified Black prospective jurors. He “appeared
to proceed as if Batson had never been decided,”
the Court observed. 217
Only after this sixth reversal did the State drop
its case against Mr. Flowers, who has always
maintained his innocence. He was released
from prison in 2020. 218
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Curtis Flowers, who is African American, was
convicted of the murder of four employees at a
furniture store in Winona, Mississippi, and spent
nearly 24 years in solitary confinement on death
row at Mississippi’s Parchman Prison. 202
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Representative juries are
indispensable to reliable, fair, and
accurate trials, especially in serious
criminal cases. The absence of racial
diversity on juries leads to outcomes
that are less reliable, inflicts injury on
people of color who are excluded, and
undermines the integrity of the entire
criminal legal system.219
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In order to serve “as a vital check on the
wrongful exercise of power by the State and
its prosecutors,” juries must require the State
to prove that the defendant—who is supposed
to be presumed innocent—is guilty beyond a
reasonable doubt. 220

Compared to representative
juries, however, all-white
juries spend less time
deliberating, consider fewer
perspectives, and make
more mistakes.221

Black people are often treated unfairly in the
criminal legal system. Our country’s long history
of racial injustice has led to a presumption that
people of color, particularly Black people, are
suspicious and dangerous. Implicit bias has been
shown to affect all aspects of the criminal legal
system from policing to charging decisions. 222
These strong unconscious associations between
Blackness and criminality increase the risk of
wrongful convictions and unfair sentences.
All-white and nearly all-white juries are less
likely to hold prosecutors to their burden of
proof, especially when the defendant is not
white, because they apply a presumption of guilt
rather than a presumption that the defendant is
innocent.
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Wrongful
Convictions
and Excessive
Sentences
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A young boy holds a sign that reads “Am I next?” while attending a protest after the death of George Floyd.
(Christian Monterrosa/AP Photo)

Research demonstrates that white jurors are
more likely to view Black defendants as coldhearted, remorseless, and dangerous. 223 They
also tend to treat Black defendants more
punitively than white defendants. 224
In contrast, racially representative juries engage
in a more thoughtful and deliberative fact-finding
process. Studies have found that they consider
more factual information, are more likely to
discuss missing evidence, and are more willing
to discuss issues that are often overlooked by
all-white juries, like racial profiling. 225
Likewise, representative juries are better able to
assess the reliability and credibility of witness
testimony, evaluate the accuracy of crossracial identifications, and avoid presuming the
defendant is guilty. 226

These improvements are seen only when
there is meaningful representation on the jury.
Token diversity does not increase the quality
of deliberations, because African Americans
serving on white-dominated juries, especially
when they are in a “minority of one,” are more
vulnerable to the formidable pressure exerted by
the majority. 227
Sentencing disparities also decline when juries
are not skewed by illegal racial discrimination. 228
The more white people there are on a jury,
the more harshly a Black defendant will be
sentenced—especially if the victim is white. 229
Latino defendants also receive longer sentences
from majority-white juries. 230

A man sentenced to death is strapped into the electric
chair at Sing Sing Correctional Facility in New York, circa
1900. (William M. Van der Weyde)

Recent exonerations of condemned individuals
across the country highlight erroneous
convictions rendered by juries from which people
of color were unlawfully excluded.
In 1976, Johnny Lee Gates, a Black man, was
charged with the robbery, rape, and murder of a
white woman. 234 Prosecutors tracked the race of
prospective jurors, made derogatory comments
about Black people, and struck all prospective
Black jurors. 235 The all-white jury deliberated
for less than two hours before returning a guilty
verdict and took less than an hour to impose the
death penalty. 236
In 2018, DNA testing proved that Mr. Gates was
not the killer. His conviction was overturned
and, in 2020, he was released after spending 43
years in prison and 26 years on death row. 237

Johnny Lee Gates walks out of the Muscogee County Jail
on May 15, 2020, after serving more than 43 years for a
crime that he did not commit. (Georgia Innocence Project)
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In cases where the death penalty is a possible
punishment, the absence of meaningful
representation on juries shapes sentencing
outcomes, making them less reliable and
credible. 231 The effect is greatest for nonwhite defendants, as studies show that less
representative juries convict and sentence Black
defendants to death at significantly higher rates
than white defendants. 232 White jurors are also
less likely to consider critical mitigating evidence
supporting a life sentence, rather than the death
penalty, for Black defendants. 233
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Glenn Ford, photographed in New Orleans in 2014 shortly after being freed from death row. Mr. Ford passed away from
lung cancer less than 16 months after his release. (Henrietta Wildsmith/The Shreveport Times)

In 1984, Glenn Ford, a Black man, was charged
with the robbery and murder of a white man in
Shreveport, Louisiana. 238
There was no physical evidence linking Mr.
Ford to the crime. The State’s case was based
primarily on the testimony of a witness who
recanted on the stand and admitted the police
coerced her to fabricate her testimony. The allwhite jury deliberated for less than three hours
before returning a guilty verdict. 239
When someone else confessed to committing
the murder, Mr. Ford was released after
spending 29 years on death row. The prosecutor

in the case admitted that he purposefully struck
all Black prospective jurors from Mr. Ford’s jury,
apologized for his role in Mr. Ford’s prosecution,
and became an advocate for abolition of the
death penalty. 240
Representative
juries
not
only
ensure
representation of minority voices, but “also
motivate all jurors to perform their duty diligently
and thoughtfully regardless of the defendant’s
race.”241 When juries represent a fair crosssection of the community, as the Constitution
requires, the reliability and accuracy of criminal
trials are improved and the integrity of the entire
legal system is upheld. 242
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Discriminatory jury selection violates the
constitutional rights of prospective jurors and
can cause them lasting harm. 243 People of color
have reported for jury duty only to be targeted
by harassment, subjected to unnecessary and
embarrassing questioning, and confronted
with harmful stereotypes. These humiliating
experiences “reinvoke a history of exclusion
from political participation” and send the
message that people of color “are presumed
unqualified by state actors to decide important
questions.”244

Black men and women have long suffered the
indignity of being turned away from jury service
because of their race. Black Americans have been
falsely labeled biased or unfair, characterized
as unable or unwilling to follow the law, or
otherwise deemed unworthy of exercising the
full rights of citizenship. 245 Many prospective
jurors who have been excluded have overcome
racial terrorism and segregation only to face
discrimination in their county courthouse.
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Harm to
Excluded Jurors

notes discovered years later revealed that the
prosecutor circled and highlighted the names of
Black prospective jurors, marked them with the
letter “B,” and placed them on a list of “Definite
NO’s.”248 Under one of the names, the prosecutor
wrote, “If it comes down to having to pick one of
the black jurors, this one might be okay.”249

Citizens excluded from jury
service on the basis of race
have been burdened with
profound and lasting pain
and humiliation.246
Timothy Foster, who is Black, was convicted
of murder and sentenced to death by an allwhite jury in Georgia after the prosecutor struck
every eligible Black prospective juror. 247 Trial

One of the Black people struck from Mr.
Foster’s jury was Marilyn Garrett. 250 Ms. Garrett
attended segregated schools in the 1950s and
1960s in Floyd County, Georgia. 251 A mother of
two, she was working as a Head Start teacher’s
aide and in a textile factory at the time of the
trial. She later recalled that when she reported
for jury duty the prosecutor “ask[ed] me over
and over why I had two jobs.”252 Ms. Garrett felt
she had been treated like a criminal during jury
questioning. “I didn’t expect to be treated like
that,” she said. “It was really humiliating.”253
The prosecutor claimed he removed Ms.
Garrett, 34, because she was too close in age
to Mr. Foster, who was 18 at the time of the
alleged crime. 254 Tellingly, the prosecutor did
not strike a 21-year-old white man who was
eventually seated on the jury. 255 The harm of this
experience persisted long after Ms. Garrett was
removed from Mr. Foster’s jury. “After that,” she
said, “I felt like I never wanted to be on a jury
[again] because of the way I was treated.”256
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A photo of segregated drinking
fountains at the Dougherty County
Courthouse in Albany, Georgia.
(Danny Lyon/Library of Congress)
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Melodie Harris was struck from a jury in Lee County, Mississippi,
where she had lived for a decade, after a prosecutor claimed she
had “no ties to the community.” (Deondra Scott)

Melodie Harris had lived in Lee County,
Mississippi, for a decade and worked for the
same local company for six years when a
prosecutor claimed she had “no ties to the
community” and struck her from a jury. 257 Ms.
Harris knew that she and other Black jurors had
been treated unfairly. “It was just so blatant,”
she said.
Ms. Harris returned to the courthouse every day
to observe the trial of Alvin Robinson, a Black
man who was chased and assaulted by a white
man following a traffic altercation but was
charged with murder for retaliating in fear. 258

Ms. Harris was aghast as she watched three
jurors sleep through portions of the trial before
voting guilty.
A former bank teller who had worked two jobs
most of her life, Ms. Harris considered herself
a supporter of law enforcement. But watching
the discriminatory tactics used to ensure Mr.
Robinson would go to prison shook her faith in
a system she wanted to trust. “I thought justice
was supposed to be blind,” she said. But she has
not been able to square that belief with what she
observed in Mr. Robinson’s case. 259
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Brenda Greene was struck from a capital jury in Alabama after
a prosecutor falsely portrayed her as being actively involved in
drug dealing. (Deondra Scott)

Brenda Greene and her husband Homer worked
hard their whole lives at a small-town textile
mill in Talladega County, Alabama. In his 50s,
Mr. Greene took on a second job at McDonald’s.
Despite their years of hard work, the Greenes
were falsely portrayed as actively involved
in drug dealing by a prosecutor grasping for
reasons to keep Black citizens off a capital jury.
The prosecutor said he struck Mrs. Greene
because her husband sold drugs and was
involved with stolen property, and that she was
friends with drug dealers prosecuted by his
office. 260 Mrs. Greene was shocked by these false

accusations. “You’re kidding me! That’s a lie! At
our house?” she said after reading the court
record. Mrs. Greene recalled the only contact
she actually had with a drug investigation was
when police were chasing a suspect through her
neighborhood and she pointed in the direction
he fled. 261
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Keith Tharpe holding his grandchild. (Georgia Resource Center)
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People Have
Been Executed
Despite Evidence
of Racial Bias

In 2016, the State of Georgia executed Kenneth
Fults, a Black man who challenged the legality
of his conviction and sentence after it was
established that one of the jurors held deeply
racist views.
The juror told an investigator after the trial, “I
don’t know if he ever killed anybody, but that
n—– got just what should have happened.”262
And “[o]nce he pled guilty, I knew I would vote
for the death penalty because that’s what that
n—– deserved.”263
Federal courts refused to address the merits
of Mr. Fults’s claim because his lawyer did
not properly object in state court. The claim
was deemed “procedurally defaulted” and
dismissed. 264

too late. 266 Mr. Tharpe died in prison in 2020
before the state could carry out his execution.
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Napoleon Beazley, Brian Baldwin, Robert
Tarver, and Harvey Green are among scores of
other condemned prisoners who were executed
despite dramatic evidence that racial bigotry
contributed to their convictions and death
sentences. In each case, federal courts refused
to address evidence of racial bias because of
procedural defaults.
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Courts have repeatedly upheld convictions
and allowed executions to go forward despite
evidence of illegal racial discrimination.

In November 2020, Orlando Hall was executed
by the U.S. government despite significant
evidence that illegal racial discrimination during
jury selection resulted in an all-white jury. 267
In December 2020, the federal government
executed Brandon Bernard even though one of
the prosecutors from his trial acknowledged
that the nearly all-white jury may have been
influenced by racial bias. 268

Keith Tharpe, a Black man with no previous
criminal record, was charged with shooting and
killing a woman while he was under the influence
of drugs. Investigators discovered after his trial
that a juror’s racial bigotry informed his decision
to sentence Mr. Tharpe to death.
“[T]here are two types of black people: 1. Black
folks and 2. N—–s,” the juror said. Because
Mr. Tharpe was the latter type, he “should get
the electric chair.” The juror said in a sworn
statement that “after studying the Bible, I have
wondered if black people even have souls.”265
Mr. Tharpe appealed his conviction and death
sentence, arguing that racial bias had tainted
the jury’s deliberations in his case. Every
court, including the Supreme Court, refused to
consider the merits of the claim because they
said his lawyers discovered the juror’s racism

Brandon Bernard holds a picture
of his family up in a photo taken by
his defense team. Mr. Bernard was
convicted and sentenced to death
by a jury with 11 white jurors. At the
time of his execution on December
10, 2020, five of the nine surviving
jurors had stated that they no longer
believed the death penalty was
appropriate in his case.
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Compromising
the Integrity
of the System

The purpose of the jury system is to impress
upon the criminal defendant and the community
as a whole that a verdict of conviction or acquittal
is given in accordance with the law by persons
who are fair. The verdict will not be accepted or
understood in these terms if the jury is chosen
by unlawful means at the outset. 269
Excluding people of color from jury service
causes serious collateral consequences. The
credibility, reliability, and integrity of the legal
system are compromised when there is even
an appearance of bias or discrimination. 270
Tolerating discrimination “invites cynicism
respecting the jury’s neutrality and its obligation
to adhere to the law.”271
The lack of representative juries in cases
involving allegations of racial bias has frequently
triggered outrage in communities where serious

concerns about the fairness and reliability of the
criminal legal system have persisted for decades.
In a 2019 survey, 87% of Black adults expressed
their opinion that Black people are treated less
fairly than white people by the criminal legal
system, and 61% of white people agreed. 272

It is difficult for the public
to have confidence in the
fairness of verdicts when
juries do not represent their
communities.
A system that tolerates racial bias in jury
selection and fails to provide remedies for the
victims of racial bias undermines the “very
foundation of our system of justice—our citizens’
confidence in it.”273
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Juries made up of ordinary citizens are critical to
ensure public confidence in the fairness of the
legal system.
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R ACE AND T HE JURY

6.
What Needs
to Happen
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Now, more than ever, it is clear that
we must confront racial bias in the
courts. We can no longer accept racial
bias in jury selection as “unfixable.”
Lawmakers and public officials
can—and must—take action now to
eliminate illegal racial discrimination
in jury selection.
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Remove
Procedural
Barriers to
Reviewing
Claims of Racial
Bias in Jury
Selection
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Recommendation One

In state courts, the general rule is that claims
can be reviewed on appeal only if they were
preserved with a contemporaneous objection
at trial. If the defense lawyer failed to object to
discrimination during jury selection or the trial
court failed to intervene, state appellate courts
will refuse to address these claims on appeal.
When a defendant loses a challenge to
discriminatory jury selection in the state
courts, federal courts are required to defer to
state court decisions unless those decisions
are unreasonable. 275 The Supreme Court has

said that this standard is “difficult to meet”276
and interpreted that language to bar any relief
in federal court unless there was an “extreme
malfunction[] in the state criminal justice
system[]”277 about which no fair-minded judge
could possibly disagree. This requirement
has severely restricted enforcement of basic
constitutional rights.
It is critically important to require state courts
to review on the merits any claim of illegal
discrimination during jury selection, whether
or not an objection was made in the trial court.
Likewise, it is imperative that federal courts be
required to review on the merits any claim that is
based on illegal racial discrimination.
States should also remedy the lingering
injustice of racially discriminatory convictions by
retroactively applying the rule of Batson to cases
that were final before Batson was decided. 278
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The Supreme Court has made the prohibition
against racial discrimination involving jurors “a
visible, and inevitable, measure of the judicial
system’s own commitment to the commands
of the Constitution. The courts are under an
affirmative duty to enforce the strong statutory
and constitutional policies embodied in that
prohibition.”274 But in case after case, issues
of racial bias and illegal discrimination go
unaddressed and unremedied because federal
and state laws create procedural barriers that
block merits review of these fundamental errors.
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Commit to Fully
Representative
Jury Pools
It is critical that state and federal courts adopt
policies and procedures to ensure that people of
color are fully represented in the source pools
from which jurors are selected.
Jurisdictions should rely on multiple source lists
that accurately represent the proportion of Black
citizens and citizens of color in the population. 279
The National Center for State Courts
recommends that a master jury list should
include at least 85% of the jury-eligible
population in a jurisdiction. 280 To meet this
threshold, jurisdictions should use additional

juror source lists, such as driver’s license or
state identification card databases, records of
individuals who have applied for or received
unemployment insurance, lists of income
tax filers, or child support payor and payee
records. 281
Representation through more inclusive and
accurate source lists is a necessary first step,
but other strategies should be employed to
ensure that a representative number of jurors
are summoned and actually appear at the
courthouse for service.
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Recommendation Two

Jurisdictions are obligated
to take all necessary steps
to ensure that the jury
accurately represents the
community.

Some have adopted weighted summons
procedures that use geography as a proxy for
racial or ethnic representation. Such mechanisms
may involve dividing the jury district into smaller
geographic units and requiring proportional
representation of jurors from each ZIP code or
geographic unit. 285
Courts have also implemented targeted
ZIP code mailings to send a replacement
summons to an address in the same ZIP code or
geographic unit. 286 Local judges may be required
to take action in individual cases to ensure a
representative jury. 287
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Court systems must commit to frequent renewal
of the source data to improve the accuracy of
the information. For example, courts should
update the master jury wheel annually282 and
regularly submit names on the master jury list to
a change of address database for correction. 283
Such measures are straightforward and costeffective ways to increase representation in the
jury pool. 284
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Create
Accountability
for Decision
Makers Who
Engage in Racially
Discriminatory
Jury Selection
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Recommendation Three
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One of the most vexing aspects of racial
discrimination in jury selection is impunity.
Even when a court finds that a prosecutor has
intentionally and illegally discriminated on the
basis of race in an individual case, the prosecutor
rarely suffers any adverse consequence.
Section 1983 of the U.S. Code is a federal law
that provides citizens a right to sue state officials
whose actions violate their constitutional rights.
Federal courts have created procedural barriers
to protect prosecutors from federal oversight of
their jury selection tactics and shield them from
financial liability.
A finding that a prosecutor or attorney has
excluded people from jury service on the basis
of race or gender must be taken seriously.

States should enact legislation to create a state
law private right of action for illegally excluded
jurors, especially those who are wrongfully
insulted and demeaned by state officials.
Likewise, Congress should reassess doctrines of
immunity for state officials under Section 1983
and remove the procedural barriers created by
federal courts. Congress should also create a
federal private right of action to give illegally
excluded jurors the power to file a civil challenge
under federal law and seek financial penalties
against prosecutors for engaging in racially
discriminatory jury selection.
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When Faced with
Clear Evidence
of Racial Bias,
Courts Should
Adopt a Meaningful
Presumption of
Discrimination
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Recommendation Four
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In the 21st century, legal standards make it
difficult to remedy racial bias even when it is
clear that it exists.
Courts should adopt new standards that reflect
this challenge and provide appropriate remedies.
For example, courts should end the practice
of using the “absolute disparity” between the
representation of the group in the jury pool and
the representation of the group in the population
to measure whether a colorable claim of racial
bias exists. 288

Likewise, judges should be required to intervene
and address racial bias, even in the absence
of an objection. Finally, a prosecutor’s history
of discriminatory conduct should trigger more
scrutiny by both trial courts and appellate courts
in determining whether racial bias exists.

Increasing the Diversity of
Jury Pool Lists and Creating
New Summons Procedures
Courts have used additional source lists to
address underrepresentation in jury pools. To
increase Native American representation on
juries, North Dakota’s legislature amended the
state’s jury selection procedures in 2019 to
permit court officials to use tribal identification
and enrollment records. 289
Nevada amended its jury selection law in 2017
to mandate the use of public utility records,
which extensive research showed would most
effectively include people of color, young people,
and rural residents in jury pools. 290

Adopting a Less
Burdensome Test
for Evaluating
Underrepresentation
Over the past decade, courts have recognized
the utility and feasibility of replacing or
supplementing the absolute disparity test with
an alternative method.

Last year, at the urging of the NAACP, Iowa
adopted a standard deviation calculation to
assess race-based exclusion from jury pools.
The Iowa test asks whether statistics support
a finding that a disparity in representation
occurred due to random chance. Iowa courts
find a constitutional violation when Black
representation on the master jury list falls
more than one standard deviation below the
representation of Black citizens in the local
population. 291

Reforming the Use of
Peremptory Strikes
In 2021, Arizona eliminated peremptory strikes
in civil and criminal trials. 292
Washington and California have adopted
procedures specifically designed to prevent
prosecutors from evading Batson by giving
reasons for using peremptory strikes that courts
have generally found to be “race-neutral.”
In 2018, Washington’s Supreme Court adopted
General Rule 37, which designates a list of
reasons for a peremptory strike that judges must
treat as presumptively invalid because they have
been “associated with improper discrimination
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Examples From
Across the Country
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in jury selection.”293 The presumptively invalid
reasons include:

•
•
•
•
•
•

having prior contact with law enforcement
officers;
expressing a distrust of law enforcement
or a belief that law enforcement officers
engage in racial profiling;
having a close relationship with people who
have been stopped, arrested, or convicted
of a crime;
living in a high-crime neighborhood;
having a child outside of marriage;
receiving state benefits; and
not being a native English speaker.

California enacted legislation in 2020 that
expands on Washington’s rule by presuming a
strike is invalid if the reason for the strike is based
on the juror’s appearance, dress, or demeanor,
employment in a field disproportionately
occupied by workers of color, or apparent
friendliness with another juror of a shared racial
background. 294
Other
state
court
systems,
including
Connecticut, 295 Massachusetts, 296 and New
Jersey, 297 are considering similar reforms to
address the illegal use of peremptory strikes.

Using Civil Remedies to Hold
Prosecutors Accountable
for Discriminatory Conduct
Federal appellate courts rejected previous
attempts by excluded jurors to utilize civil
remedies and the Civil Rights Act of 1875 to
hold prosecutors accountable for illegal racial
discrimination in jury selection.

Reviewing Jury
Discrimination Claims
Despite Procedural Barriers
The general rule is that claims can be reviewed
on appeal only if they were preserved with
a contemporaneous objection at trial. But
Alabama, Delaware, Idaho, Indiana, Kentucky,
Michigan, Missouri, New Mexico, Ohio,
Oklahoma, Utah, Virginia, Washington, West
Virginia, and Wisconsin permit appellate
courts to review unpreserved Batson claims on
their merits in certain cases. 299 And courts in
Pennsylvania and South Dakota review Batson
claims on their merits even if a claimant raises
the issue for the first time during postconviction
litigation.300
Another procedural barrier to reviewing a
Batson claim is the retroactivity doctrine, which
holds that decisions like Batson cannot be
applied to cases that have already completed
the direct appeal process when the decision is
announced. Many people with strong Batson
claims are barred from review because their
cases were “final” when Batson was decided.301
But because race-based exclusion compromises
the “essential, decisional, truth-finding function
of juries,” Pennsylvania courts have extended
Batson relief retroactively.302
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•

But new approaches have proven successful. In
2019, relying on 42 U.S.C. § 1983, a federal judge
in Louisiana permitted Black citizens excluded
from jury service to pursue damages claims
against the Caddo Parish District Attorney
based on the office’s long record of race-based
exclusion in jury selection. 298
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Racial discrimination in jury selection represents
just one of the myriad ways that race infects the
criminal justice system. Recognizing the scope
of the problem, North Carolina and California
responded to systemic racial injustice with farreaching solutions.
Enacted in 2009, North Carolina’s Racial Justice
Act (RJA) required courts to vacate a death
sentence if race was a factor in the imposition
of the death penalty.303

A photo of Tilmon Golphin, held by his uncle, Willie
McCray. On September 25, 2020, Tilmon Golphin was
taken off death row and given a life sentence under
North Carolina’s Racial Justice Act.

Pursuant to the RJA, North Carolina courts
conducted two evidentiary hearings related
to four death-sentenced individuals: Marcus
Robinson, Tilmon Golphin, Christina Walters,
and Quintel Augustine.304 The evidence
established that prosecutors in Cumberland
County struck Black jurors at two to three times
the rate of non-Black jurors and that Black jurors
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Racial Justice
Acts of North
Carolina and
California
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Marcus Robinson listens as Cumberland County Senior Resident Superior Court Judge Greg Weeks finds that racial bias
played a role in his trial and sentencing and that he should be removed from death row and serve a life sentence instead.
(Shawn Rocco/The News & Observer via Associated Press)

faced a risk of exclusion four times higher than
non-Black jurors in Cumberland County death
penalty trials. 305
The RJA hearings also uncovered evidence of
two Batson-evasion training sessions hosted
by the North Carolina Conference of District
Attorneys in 1995 and 2011.306 These trainings
have “emphasized how to avoid a Batson
violation rather than how to avoid conscious or
unconscious discrimination.”307

Prior to the RJA, North Carolina appellate courts
had found Batson error in only one case.308
Cumberland County Superior Court Judge
Weeks, who presided over the RJA evidentiary
hearings, noted in his first order granting
relief that, despite Batson, discrimination had
remained “a significant problem that will not
be corrected without a conscious and overt
commitment to change.”309 Judge Weeks
granted RJA relief in all four cases and removed
all four claimants from death row.310

effective than Batson at preventing attorneys
from relying on race during the jury selection
process.312
In the face of overwhelming evidence that racial
bias had infected death penalty cases in North
Carolina, the state legislature repealed the
RJA in 2013, made the repeal retroactive, and
returned the four successful RJA claimants back
to death row.313

With 100% of claimants successfully
proving their entitlement to relief and with
more than 100 additional RJA claims filed,
the vast majority of individuals on death
row were on the precipice of an opportunity
to individually demonstrate that the
proceedings in which they were sentenced
to death were fundamentally flawed by
racial animus. Rather than allowing these
proceedings to follow their course, the
General Assembly repealed the Act.314
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Researchers analyzed the impact of North
Carolina’s RJA on jury selection in cases
following its enactment. The researchers found
that although prosecutors continued to use
peremptory strikes at a higher rate against Black
jurors than against all other jurors, the disparity
decreased after the passage of the RJA.311
Further, by putting race at the forefront of the
entire legal system and by holding prosecutors
accountable for the process rather than just
the outcome of the case, the RJA may be more
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Shirley Burns, right, hugs a family friend after Superior Court Judge Greg Weeks deemed that the prosecutors in the trial of
her son Marcus Robinson had engaged in racially discriminatory behavior. (Raleigh News & Observer/Getty)

In June 2020, the North Carolina Supreme
Court declared the repeal’s retroactivity
provision unconstitutional and upheld the
previous grants of relief, thereby protecting
the rights of over 100 death-sentenced North
Carolinians to continue litigating RJA claims
filed prior to the repeal.315
In 2020, California became the second
state to pass legislation addressing racial
discrimination in the criminal justice system.
California’s Racial Justice Act extends
beyond capital cases and makes it illegal
for any state actor to obtain a conviction or
sentence on the basis of race.
Evidence
of
bias
includes
racially
discriminatory language, racial discrimination
in jury selection, or evidence that state
actors sought or obtained convictions for
more serious crimes or imposed more severe
sentences against individuals of color.316

The California RJA empowers trial judges to
remedy violations by dismissing sentence
enhancements, vacating convictions or
sentences, and exempting defendants’
executions.
Assemblyman Ash Kalra, an author of the
California act, encouraged legislatures in
other states to enact similar legislation.
“We can no longer accept racial bias in
the criminal justice system as unfixable,”
he said in a statement. “State legislatures
concerned about racial bias in the criminal
justice system should act to address it.”317
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